WashPod at Home
The Temporary Disabled Wetroom Range
WashPod is a range of fully accessible*, temporary wetrooms
designed for the newly disabled or elderly disabled by a team of
architects who specialise in designing spaces for accessible living. It
is a fully compliant* range of units that can be installed within
days, quickly and easily, either ‘bolted on’ to a property externally
or erected internally in a spare room.

OTs and Case Managers love the WashPod!
“It’s a versatile, cost-effective solution for
bathing in dignity”
WashPod Benefits
Installing a WashPod unit has many benefits:


Cost-effective alternative to care home or continued stay in
hospital



On-site in 2 – 4 weeks; installation in 1– 3 days



Minimum disruption – therefore less stress



No need to wait or pay for house adaption or relocation



Designed by care professionals



‘Plug and Play’ for quick installation



Internal and external models available



Stay at home in a safe environment



Five models to chose from

WashPod Costs
Costs can vary depending on the final specification and
specific needs of an individual’s circumstance but rental
rates are from as little as £170—£300 a week.

Tracking hoists can also be fitted to most models.
* the Micro and Compact models are too small to be fully accessible.
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WashPod—the detail
How does it fit into my house?
WashPod’s new, modular, fully compliant design allows for both an internal or external set up with five models for total flexibility. The full size WashPod internal measurements of both models are 3.5m long x 2.5 wide and 2.2 high. The external
WashPod unit is made of a highly insulated, waterproof outer case which can, if required, be clad in a material of your choice.
All that is needed to connect the unit is a cold water supply (external tap) and a 2 x 13amp domestic, electrical sockets. The
external unit’s dimensions are approximately 4.25 long x 3.55m wide x 2.6m high and, in many cases, these are connected via
a temporary lobby to the main house. This can either be a simple, covered walkway or a fully insulated and watertight lobby
which can be constructed directly by us or by your own contractor. Alternatively a 1.02m long ramp is used.
External units are fitted with an internal hot water tank and a pressurised shower unit. There is electric underfloor heating
together with a heated towel rail to ensure that the WashPod unit can be maintained at a minimum temperature of 25°C if
required. Internal units can either be connected to the existing hot and cold water supplies or supplied with standalone
heating and hot water as per the external unit. A commercial grade Saniflow unit ensures that all water from the both the
shower and the WC can be pumped via a 40mm diameter, flexible pipe to a waste pipe up to 40m away.
There are three smaller models that provide an added level of versatility where maximum accessibility is not needed. The
Mini, Micro and new Compact models can be accommodated in tighter spaces and will suit many requirements. Please see
the individual drawings for each WashPod model for more information.

Mini

Micro

Installation
Our trained installers can usually erect an internal WashPod unit in just 2 days and an external unit in 2—3 days. If an external
connecting lobby is required, this may take a little longer. Everything for the unit comes through either the front or back door.
For external WashPods, direct access to the rear garden is preferable, but, if necessary, all materials can be carried through
the house to the rear garden.

Changing Places
A WashPod model has also been specially developed to meet the specification of Changing Places accessible toilets and washing facilities for public places.
The WashPod provides the modular, quality answer to many commercial and public enterprises who are keen on offering the
best facilities for their more immobile users, preferably without the disruption or less of revenue that installation works may
cause—and it’s the cheapest option currently on the market.
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